Abstract. A simple box model is developed which accounts for the natural and anthropogenic sources and sinks of tropospheric nitrous oxide. Stable isotopic terms are included as well to investigate what additional insight they might provide concerning the overall picture of the global nitrous oxide budget. It is seen that fractionation associated with ultraviolet photolysis in the stratosphere plays a key role in balancing the isotopic budget. It is also noted that increased production due to human influence should have a unique isotopic signature which should provide observable differences between preindustrial air trapped in polar tim or ice and modem air. This build-up of isotopically light, anthropogenic nitrous oxide can be thought of as an N20 "Suess effect" and should be observable in time series measurements of clean baseline atmospheric samples. High-precision records of such changes could lead to a better estimate of the preindustrial N20 isotopic signature as well as provide insight into the pathways of the anthropogenic sources.
In this model we have used the lower stratosphere data of Rahn and Wahlen [1997] to represent the isotopic fractionation incurred during stratospheric loss processes. These, however, are the observed fractionation factors which are the combined result of stratospheric destruction as well as intrastratospheric and cross-tropopause mixing. More realistically, the model should be constrained by effective fractionation factors which account solely for isotopic selectivity determined by loss processes. Effective fractionation factors can be reduced by a factor of 2 in a purely eddy-diffusive regime [Eriksson, 1965; Rahn and Wahlen, 1998 ]. Injection of unmodified tropospheric air by midlatitude cross-tropopause transport could also serve to alter the isotopic content of stratospheric N20. In either case, the mixing would serve to dilute the fractionation imparted by the loss processes. The extent to which the observed fractionation factors represent the effective fractionation factors could potentially have a significant influence on model results. It may also prove to be a very useful tracer of midlatitude cross-tropopause transport and/or intrastratospheric mixing. Determining the agreement between these two parameters will require more detailed laboratory analyses of the loss processes as well as a significant modeling effort.
The capacity of the ocean to act as a buffer and to smooth out temporal trends in the tropospheric isotopic signature of anic N20 inventory will be in communication with the atmosphere at any given time. If this surface water N2 ¸ is transported to deep water during annual overturning of the mixed layer, then a slightly enriched 4% of the tropospheric inventory will be lost to the deep ocean on an annual basis. We therefore conclude that the oceanic buffer effect may serve to dampen, but should not mask, the proposed isotopic trends. indicating an enrichment of •O from urban to coastal to continental air. The potential for temporal or regional variation in the isotopic value of tropospheric N20 points out the hazards in the common practice of referring to a single isotopic signature for both preindustrial and modern values. By doing so we may be overlooking a very important piece of information. It also points out the need for interlaboratory calibration and standardization if comparison of data sets is to be meaningful.
Conclusion
The model presented herein serves to demonstrate that the stable isotopic budget of nitrous oxide can easily be ac- 
